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THE T AND THE CHEST CENTER, THE T AND THE CHEST CENTER, 
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, RESTINGHORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL, RESTING



location of (warm) feelings 
home, love...

where things come together

horizontal tendency of our surroundings (landscape, 
horizon) meets vertical tendency of humans (active 

state, moving state „sich fortbewegen“)  trough stret-
ched out arms and upright shape of our body 

T POSE

warm center

opening and closing the center

is it hollow or solid?

where things originate
where things go out from

research
forming a body (of information)

forming a center
(by asking questions)

solar plexus



THE T POSE
a way to connect to the environment, 
drawing energy from the ground, up 
and out, allows openness for  the 
energetic system around you
unifying point of horizontality and 
verticality trough arms and legs, 
activation of the mid point/chest/
solar plexus area
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Lets start here
As i lay on my back…
DECLARATION OF INTENT, APPLICATION FOR WEB RESIDENCY 
CALL BY DIGITAL FEMINISM
Taking a break
I hereby declare that i need to take a break
I hereby declare that i am setting time aside
Ironically, i am applying to take a break
Working and taking a break
Maybe it can work together
A break is a time to digest what you take or took in
My number one break strategy is sleeping. It´s like a power off button.
Switching from our vertical tendency as active humans beings to the 
horizontal**
A place of rest
The horizontal is a place of possibility horizontal, sleeping, resting
Working from where it feels good
Working with your bodily intelligence
Working, is commonly seen as a contrast to the break. A break is 
taken to then get to work again. To refuel, to reset.
But what if the borders of this ever cyclical motion blur?
My ideal day, where I do the best work I will engage in activity that 
makes me feel good. Take a walk, dance, move about, and most 
importantly rest. Think about, and feel what just happened. Where I 
am at. Most of all, ensuring vitality.
Mostly though, it is a fine line trying to recognise the productivity 
within all of it. I find myself working against internalized kapitalist 
tendencies*** such as making myself feel bad and feel like im not 
good enough and from that hoping that I feel like I will gain energy to 
get things done because I feel like I have to fight.
But really, the best work comes from a place where we feel good
So working and taking a break
I intend to establish different ways of setting up a place from which 
working feels good. Preparing the body to feel vital and fresh.



THE HORIZONTAL AND THE VERTICAL, SHORT GUIDE TO 
FINDING THE T POSET POSE
Version for „Let me go“ exhibition in the Eichermüllerhaus Lemgo, 2021
audio work located in the empty seminar room over two wireless headphones
Translation from German to English:

Activating the place where the horizontal and the vertical meet.Activating the place where the horizontal and the vertical meet.
horizontal, verticalhorizontal, vertical
Our vertical tendency as human beings.Our vertical tendency as human beings.

Start here.Start here.

Stop for a moment.Stop for a moment.
Trust the space, trust the space you are in. Let what is outside of this room be.Trust the space, trust the space you are in. Let what is outside of this room be.
Give yourself 10 undisturbed minutes.Give yourself 10 undisturbed minutes.
--
If you are carrying anything in your hands like a bag or backpack, just put it down. If you are carrying anything in your hands like a bag or backpack, just put it down. 
You can also put the media player back on the bench. Find a place in the room so You can also put the media player back on the bench. Find a place in the room so 
that you have enough space around you.that you have enough space around you.
--
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and put some weight into the front of Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and put some weight into the front of 
your feet. You don‘t have to move a lot, just the thought can be enough.your feet. You don‘t have to move a lot, just the thought can be enough.
--
Notice: Has anything changed?Notice: Has anything changed?
--
Rub your hands together, until you feel a little warmth.Rub your hands together, until you feel a little warmth.
--
Take a moment to see what happened.Take a moment to see what happened.
--
Place one hand loosely on the top of your head. If the headphones are in the way, Place one hand loosely on the top of your head. If the headphones are in the way, 
simply slide them out of your way a bit.simply slide them out of your way a bit.
--
Now, grow into your hand.Now, grow into your hand.
Maybe you don‘t really have to move, just the thought is enough.Maybe you don‘t really have to move, just the thought is enough.
--
Now, remember the last time you sat on a chair. Maybe you can remember sitting Now, remember the last time you sat on a chair. Maybe you can remember sitting 
on two bones. In your hip area, left and right. The bones in your buttocks. Let´s call on two bones. In your hip area, left and right. The bones in your buttocks. Let´s call 
them the „sitting bones“.them the „sitting bones“.
Now imagine the distance between those two bones and where your hand rests on Now imagine the distance between those two bones and where your hand rests on 
your head.your head.
--
What has changed?What has changed?
--
Now visualize the distance between where your hand rests on your head to your Now visualize the distance between where your hand rests on your head to your 
heels.heels.

You can release your hand now.You can release your hand now.
--
Activating the verticalActivating the vertical
--
Activating the place where the horizontal and the vertical meet.Activating the place where the horizontal and the vertical meet.
Horizontal.Horizontal.
The horizontal tendency of our environment, the landscape.The horizontal tendency of our environment, the landscape.
The horizontal tendency of moving.The horizontal tendency of moving.
--
Start here.Start here.
Stop for a moment.Stop for a moment.
--
Trust the space you are in.Trust the space you are in.
--
If you are carrying anything in your hands like a bag or backpack, just put it down. If you are carrying anything in your hands like a bag or backpack, just put it down. 
You can also put the media player back on the bench.You can also put the media player back on the bench.
--
Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and put some weight into the front of Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart and put some weight into the front of 
your feet. You might not even have to move, the thought itsself can be enough.your feet. You might not even have to move, the thought itsself can be enough.
--
Has anything changed?Has anything changed?
--
Now turn your upper body from right to left, from left to right - or simply from side Now turn your upper body from right to left, from left to right - or simply from side 
to side - always back and forth, back and forth.to side - always back and forth, back and forth.
Your arms will start swinging. Let everything go, swing along, you can really get into Your arms will start swinging. Let everything go, swing along, you can really get into 
it. You can go faster if you want, try not to control your movements.it. You can go faster if you want, try not to control your movements.
Let everything sway loosely, like a shaking dog but only slower.Let everything sway loosely, like a shaking dog but only slower.
Your feet remain stable.Your feet remain stable.
--
When you feel like you‘ve had enough, slow down genly, until you‘re standing still When you feel like you‘ve had enough, slow down genly, until you‘re standing still 
again.again.
--
Just stand, how do you feel now? What is different? Is it warm? Are you breathing Just stand, how do you feel now? What is different? Is it warm? Are you breathing 
differently?differently?
--
Now clasp your hands behind your back. As if you were to pray, for example, only Now clasp your hands behind your back. As if you were to pray, for example, only 
directed downwards. Then stretch your arms straight down your back so that your directed downwards. Then stretch your arms straight down your back so that your 
hands are about level with your buttocks. You can open your hands, but keep your hands are about level with your buttocks. You can open your hands, but keep your 
fingers clasped together! Now, pull your arms outwards against your fingers - your fingers clasped together! Now, pull your arms outwards against your fingers - your 
fingers remain together! Pull against your clasped fingers!fingers remain together! Pull against your clasped fingers!
Pull outwards and you can also pull down slightly. Hold this tension for as long as Pull outwards and you can also pull down slightly. Hold this tension for as long as 
you want. When you release your arms, let them rest loosely at your side and see you want. When you release your arms, let them rest loosely at your side and see 
what happens.what happens.
--
activating the horizontal - thank you for your time!activating the horizontal - thank you for your time!
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MELTING AND SHIFTING (TO MELTING AND SHIFTING (TO 
DIFFERENT FORMS), BETWEEN BEINGSDIFFERENT FORMS), BETWEEN BEINGS



ICH STEHE AM STRAND, BEOBACHTETE ICH STEHE AM STRAND, BEOBACHTETE 
DIE WELLEN UND STELLTE MIR VOR WIE DIE WELLEN UND STELLTE MIR VOR WIE 
ICH ZU EINER PFÜTZE ZERFLIESSE UND ICH ZU EINER PFÜTZE ZERFLIESSE UND 
MIT DEN WELLEN DAVONGETRAGEN MIT DEN WELLEN DAVONGETRAGEN 
WERDE. WERDE. 

ICH WÜNSCHE MIR SO ZU RENNEN UND ICH WÜNSCHE MIR SO ZU RENNEN UND 
ZU SPRINGEN WIE MEIN HUND UND FÜHLE ZU SPRINGEN WIE MEIN HUND UND FÜHLE 
MICH VON MEINER MENSCHLICHEN MICH VON MEINER MENSCHLICHEN 
GESTALT ZURÜCKGEHALTEN. GESTALT ZURÜCKGEHALTEN. 

ICH STEHE UND FÜHLE WIE ENERGIE ICH STEHE UND FÜHLE WIE ENERGIE 
AUS DEM BODEN DURCH MEINE FÜSSE AUS DEM BODEN DURCH MEINE FÜSSE 

FLIESST,FLIESST,  DURCH MEINE BEINE NACH DURCH MEINE BEINE NACH 
OBEN IN MEINEN KOPF SCHIESST, DORT OBEN IN MEINEN KOPF SCHIESST, DORT 
ZIRKULIERT UND DANN DURCH MEINE ZIRKULIERT UND DANN DURCH MEINE 
HORIZONTAL  HORIZONTAL  
AUSGESTRECKTEN ARME WIEDER AUSGESTRECKTEN ARME WIEDER 
HERAUSFLIESST. ICH VERSTEHE WIE  HERAUSFLIESST. ICH VERSTEHE WIE  
MEIN KÖRPER DIE HORIZONTALE DER MEIN KÖRPER DIE HORIZONTALE DER 
LANDSCHAFT UND MEINER UMGEBUNG LANDSCHAFT UND MEINER UMGEBUNG 
MIT DER SENKRECHTEN TENDENZ DES MIT DER SENKRECHTEN TENDENZ DES 
MENSCHLICHEN (WACHEN) LEBENS MENSCHLICHEN (WACHEN) LEBENS 
VERBINDET.VERBINDET.
HUMAN BODY AND A BODY OF WATER
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HUMAN BODY AND A BODY OF WATER

I‘m standing on the beach. As I watch the waves, I imagine 
melting into a puddle and being carried away with the waves.

I wish to run and jump like my dog and feel restrained by my 
human form.

As I stand, I feel energy flowing from the ground through my feet.
It shoots up through my legs into my head, circulating there, and 
then exits through my horizontally opened arms. I understand how
my body connects the horizontal of the landscape and my 
surroundings with the vertical tendency of human (active) life.
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PERFORMANCES WITH DIFFERENT PERFORMANCES WITH DIFFERENT 
POSES (FROM NOTES)POSES (FROM NOTES)



performer 2 enters the room, they 
are human, they wear orange 
pants, their upper body is bear

performer 1 enters the room, 
they are a dog, they wear an 
orange collar

performer 4 enters the room, 
they are human, they wear 
orange pants, their upper body 
is bear

performer 3 enters the room 
around the same time as performer 
2, they are human, they wear 
orange pants, their upper body is 
bear 
they stand back to back with 
performer 2

performer 4 enters the room with 
performer 5, they are human, 
they wear orange pants, their 
upper body is bear, they stand 
back to back with performer 4

#24#24

performer 6 enters the room, they 
are human
they wear orange pants, their upper 
body is bear 
and positions themserlves by the 
lightswitch 



Six or more performers stand in pairs of two, 
back to back. They beginn by raising their 
arms in the timelength of one breath(in). 
They pause, in order to understand the pose 
and then beginn moving slowly: back and 
forth from opening to closing motions of 
the chest. Following the motion of the gaze/
upper spine, breath, hands (open, closed, 
stretched, cupped) and finger tips.
They release their arms shortly before 
feeling exhaustion to rest a bit. Then they 
reasume moving trough opening and closing 
motions.They repeat this cycle a couple of 
times, each time until just before they feel 
exhausted/avoiding the point of exhaustion. 
Then they release, and wait for the others 
to finish. Once everyone has finished, they 
step out of the bond and move into the next 
pose.



One possibility
Two people find this shape. Slowly, they let their gaze fall 
in towards each other. They don`t look at each other but 
simply imply that they are aware of the others presence 
and are appreciating this presence. 

Another possibility
Two people stand in this shape. They move through 
whatever this shape evokes in them or they just stand still. 
This shape is intended for siblings or any other people 
that have a close bodily relationship with each other. 
They stand in a prominent place which could be either 
a clear space in the woods, on a field  or on a small hill. 
The camera moves around the two people, scanning their 
surroundings as well as where they connect to each other 
and where they gaze as a way of examining this shape in 
all its functions.





THREE OF US CONNECT, STARWAY PERFROMANCE
PERFORMANCE TO CONNECT WITH SURROUNDINGS
Reinactment of „startstopwalkhere“ (2020)
10/15/2021, 11:30-11:50, Schwabstrasse 10, 3018 Bern, Switzerland
This piece served as an exerpt from what could be a long duration 
happening, with an indefinite beginning and ending

The open stairway in the building connects the four floors and the 
rooftop terrace with each other. It is a very open and functional space, yet 
resembles the spine of the building. It consists of concrete, the kind with 
the small round rocks in it and has a black metal hand railing. It is a very 
agile and thin spine full of light, but built of stable material. 

Three performers stand in the stairway. The audience is passing trough the 
building in its usual functions. The performers are not very different from 
the audience as they wear their everyday clothes, in fact, they are a part 
of the audience and were preselected to carry out this task. They stand 
at selected parts of the staircase. They choose a focal point and a trigger 
point. When a member of the audience passes by the chosen trigger point, 
the performer raises their arms up, assumes the T Pose and does three 
half turns. Channeling, signaling, connecting with (the directions of) their 
environment. Then they release, find their focal point and stand.
Before the performance, the performers parttake in a small workshop to 
allow them to connect to this pose and develop a bodily understanding of 
the performance.
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THOUGHTS ON SPACESTHOUGHTS ON SPACES
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what are ways that lead to the entrance of 
this house? which ones do I use?

where are comfortable places, where are uncom-
fortable places?

if you were to meet this house in 
an empy space, what would it be 
like? if it were a human, what cha-
racter would it have?

if you were to assign some human 
organs/human functions to this house, 
where would they be? which ones?

where are favorite places?

where are places that give energy, where are 
places that draw energy?

how is the entrance of this house?
how does it look? what is its character?

STAIRWAY
only functional in accessing other rooms/sto-
ries of the house
not a resting place
material? wood? concrete? stone? 
spine of the house?

what changes when you 
enter this place?

what are your intentions in this 
space?

horizontality? verticality? 
what parts do they play? Is it 
important here?
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T TO THE SKY, LIGHT ELEVATION, 2021, VIDEO (SEQUENCE), 00:24 MINT TO THE SKY, LIGHT ELEVATION, 2021, VIDEO (SEQUENCE), 00:24 MIN

THOUGHTS ON THE T / QUICK GUIDE, 2021, AUDIO PIECE/WARM UP, 13:11 MINTHOUGHTS ON THE T / QUICK GUIDE, 2021, AUDIO PIECE/WARM UP, 13:11 MIN

T AND TORSO, 2020/2021, PHOTOPERFORMANCE AND COLLAGE ON FABRIC BANNER, 105 T AND TORSO, 2020/2021, PHOTOPERFORMANCE AND COLLAGE ON FABRIC BANNER, 105 x x 94 CM94 CM

HUMAN BODY AND A BODY OF WATER, 2020, PERFOMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLEHUMAN BODY AND A BODY OF WATER, 2020, PERFOMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLE

MORPHDOG, 2020/2021, PERFORMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLEMORPHDOG, 2020/2021, PERFORMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLE

ME AS LISI, 2020, PERFORMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLEME AS LISI, 2020, PERFORMANCE FOR A PHOTO, SIZE(S) VARIABLE

OPENING AND BONDING, 2021/2022, PERFORMANCE SCORE/SCRIPT (FIRST VERSION PERFORMED LIVE 1/2022)OPENING AND BONDING, 2021/2022, PERFORMANCE SCORE/SCRIPT (FIRST VERSION PERFORMED LIVE 1/2022)

THREE OF US CONNECT, 2021, PERFORMANCE FOR A STAIRWAY, 20:00 MIN / DURATION UNDEFINEDTHREE OF US CONNECT, 2021, PERFORMANCE FOR A STAIRWAY, 20:00 MIN / DURATION UNDEFINED

GEDANKEN ZUR BRACHE, 2021 ONGOING, FILMSTILL FROM PROJECT WITH FELIX BEITNERGEDANKEN ZUR BRACHE, 2021 ONGOING, FILMSTILL FROM PROJECT WITH FELIX BEITNER

ARCHIVE NOTES (DINA4) FOR HOLD HANDS RESIDENCY EXHIBITION, 2021, KUNSTVEREIN LEIPZIG ARCHIVE NOTES (DINA4) FOR HOLD HANDS RESIDENCY EXHIBITION, 2021, KUNSTVEREIN LEIPZIG 



Sarafina McLeod (*1994 Eugene, Oregon, USA) is 
a slow living being refering to herself as a German 
US- American artist (and human). She lives and works 
in Bern, Switzerland together with her collegue and 
companion Lisa Quincy who identifies as a dog. 
Her interdisciplinary works depict performative 
moments that emerge from a process of researching 
trough the body and movement and relate to 
intermediate areas of consciousness and existence. 
Sarafina McLeod studied Fine Art with Aurelia Mihai, 
Donna Kukama, Svenja Kreh and Thomas Rentmeister 
at the Hochschule für Bildende Künste, Braunschweig 
(Germany) and at the Konsthögskolan i Malmö 
(Sweden). She is currently doing a master program 
with a focus in Performance Art at the Hochschule 
der Künste Bern where she studies with Dorothea 
Schürch and Valerian Maly.

2022               SOMATIC ARTIST IN RESIDENCE  
   PROGRAM

WWW.SARAFINAMCLEOD.COM
SARAFINAMCLEODATGMAIL.COM
IG: BETWEENBEINGS

EXHIBTIONS

2021   LET ME GO - THOMAS RENTMEISTER UND   
   MEISTERSCHÜLER*INNEN, 
   STÄDTISCHE GALLERIE EICHENMÜLLERHAUS,  
   LEMGO 

2019 - 2020    OCCURANCES MIT DIS-PLAY ART  
   COLLECTIVE, LAPSUS TIMISOARA   
   (RUMÄNIEN),  
   APARTMENT HANNOVER,  REWE   
   BRAUNSCHWEIG, OTHER PLACES ART FAIR,  
   LOS ANGELES (USA) 

2019    LOSING TOUCH, MÖNCHEHAUS MUSEUM   
   GOSLAR
2018   ANFORDERUNG AN EINEN STUHL,  
   MIT JOSEPHINE GARBE, 
   KUNSTSCHAUFENSTER WOLFSBURG 

   INSZENIERTE WIRKLICHKEITEN, KELLER DREI,  
   HANNOVER

   INTERIORA PATENT, RITTERGUT LUCKLUM

   GAP THE MIND - FESTIVAL UNTER FREIEM  
   HIMMEL, KUNSTVEREIN DIE H_LLE E.V.,  
   BRAUNSCHWEIG
   HOLD HANDS RESIDENCY EXHIBITION,
   KUNSTVEREIN LEIPZIG UND AUF HOLD- 
   HANDS.NET

2014    EMBARGO, AUSTELLUNGSRAUM EMBARGO,  
   ULM

2015    SARAFINA MCLEOD AND ARNOLD MCLEOD, 
   CAFÉ OMAR, ULM

2016    ABSTAND MIT ANSTAND, KONNEKTOR FORUM  
   FÜR KÜNSTE, HANNOVER

2017    TIGHT INTERSECTION, GALERIE DES WESTENS  
   E. V., BREMEN

SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS

2021               HOLD HANDS RESIDENCY 

2018 - 2022  SCHOLARSHIP FROM 
   STUDIENSTIFTUNG DES DEUTSCHEN   
   VOLKES
2013   NATIONAL SCHOLASTIC ART AWARD,  
   USA   
   SCHOLASTIC ART AWARD STATE OF  
   VERMONT, USA

ABOUT, CV, CONTACTABOUT, CV, CONTACT



(C) SARAFINA MCLEOD

IMAGE CREDITS: SARAFINA MCLEOD, JONAS 
HABRICH, LENA MAHOGY, LISSY WILBERG, MALTE 
TAFFNER, FELIX BEINTNER

*REFERENCES USED FROM: ***DIANA SERIANNI´S 
SEMINAR „ON ROOTS AND RAINBOWS“, **A 
DANCE CLASS BY MALCOM X BETTS „LOVE 
LETTERS TO YOUR BODY“, AND *ALEXANDER 
TECHNIQUE BODY MAPPING


